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Accounts Payable Automation: Where are we?

The drivers for end-to-end electronic solutions

Automation
Efficiency
Integration
Working Capital Optimization
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TOP FACTORS DRIVING ENTERPRISES TO FOCUS ON ELECTRONIC
PAYMENTS Reducing overall payment costs emerged as the biggest driver for ePayments

Payment Adoption Check versus ePayments
Checks are still make up the highest overall percentage of transactions types, but ePayments are gaining
acceptance.

2010 AFP Payments Survey
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Footnote.

The shift away from paper is moving rapidly and projected to
continue
Transaction Growth by Payment Type
Reduction in Check Volumes with Corresponding Increase in
Electronic Payment methods

2011 Paystream Advisors
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Footnote.

eInvoicing Adoption
Still largely paper based, but alternatives are gaining traction

TOP FACTORS DRIVING ENTERPRISES TO FOCUS ON ELECTRONIC
PAYMENTS Reducing overall payment costs emerged as the biggest driver for ePayments

Adoption is driven by the Benefits of ePayments
Costs, Relationships, Working Capital Improvement and Automation top the list of benefits for ePayments

2010 AFP Payments Survey
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Footnote.

Accounts Payable Automation: Where are we
going?

Evolution vs. revolution

The Next Generation

Full AP integration

Purchasing Cards, AP cards, ACH with Remittance

Electronic payroll, T&E cards
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Types of Electronic Payments

 Purchasing Cards
– Small dollar transactions

 ePayables/Virtual Cards/AP cards
– Large Reoccurring Payments with workflow and remittance information

 ACH Payments with remittance information
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Cost of Purchase Order
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TOP FACTORS DRIVING ENTERPRISES TO FOCUS ON ELECTRONIC
PAYMENTS Reducing overall payment costs emerged as the biggest driver for ePayments

Automation Drivers and Barriers: The Buyer and Supplier View
TOP FACTORS DRIVING ENTERPRISES TO FOCUS ON AP
AUTOMATION
Reducing overall costs and generating incentives emerged as the
biggest driver for AP Automation

2011 Paystream Advisors
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Footnote.

BARRIERS TO ADOPTION OF ELECTRONIC AP SOLUTIONS
METHODS
The biggest barrier was the unwillingness of suppliers to accept
electronic payments

Addressing the Buyer and Supplier Value Proposition Paradigm

Reduce Cost
Generate Incentives
Automate
Generate Revenue
Extend DPO

Supplier Focus
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Footnote.

Reduce Costs
Automate
Reduce DSO

Buyer Focus

Creating relationships that provide balance by leveraging the right
solutions
.

Buyer Focus
Reduce Cost
Generate
Incentives
Automate
Generate
Revenue
Extend DPO

Reduce Costs
Automate
Reduce DSO

Supplier Focus
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Buyer

Supplier

Reduce Costs

Reduce Costs

Leverage Capital
for higher returns

Access lower cost
capital

Increase
Incentives

Increase Visibility
and Certainty

Extend DPO

Reduce DSO

Supplier Networks enable the Next Generation of Collaboration
On a more strategic level Buyer and Supplier Networks can unlock significant value from the financial supply
chain by:

Provide easy access to large groups of buyers and suppliers transacting business electronically
Optimizing payment management for working capital gains and incentives by providing multiple payment types for
supplier payment
Buyer initiated payments reduce billing and collection costs, as well as the time and dollars spent on paper invoice
creation.
Enable the Buyer to accelerate the approval of invoices to capture early payment discounts
Enable Buyer and Supplier to collaborate to offer dynamic payment terms
Enabling suppliers to improve their own cash flow through improved visibility into invoice and payment status.
Enable Suppliers to Automate their receivables processes through rich and flexible remittance delivery options
Enable Suppliers to reduce their Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) without the need for high-cost financing options such as
factoring and asset-based lending
Provides secure methods for both parties to manager account and user information, while provide common visibility into
transaction activity.
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Footnote.

Buyer and Supplier Network Adoption
Adoption of supplier networks is growing rapidly with a key driver being the ability to leverage the network for supplier enablement and
payment management processes.

Buyer are increasingly seeing these networks as provided significant benefits to their suppliers, which they can use to create more
value out of their payment process for their organization.
Uses for Buyer/Supplier Network

2011 Aberdeen Survey
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Footnote.

Reasons for Leveraging a
Buyer/Supplier Network

Supplier Networks address barriers to supplier adoption
Networks Shatter Barriers to Adoption
Barriers to Adoption

The Supplier Network Solution

Suppliers not willing to accept e-payments

Client’s strategic suppliers already on Supplier Network; onboarding support achieves additional adoption

No visibility for buyer and supplier

The network’s portal functionality allows both buyer and supplier
to access transaction data along with enabling online
communication

Security concerns

3-step supplier authentication; OFAC & AML checks; transaction
limits; digital signatures with 1024-bit encryption

Process changes/IT effort required for integration with existing
financial systems

Any payment file type accepted; multiple payment types
processed in a single file; no hardware to install; automatic
upgrades

Need to maintain current supplier bank information

Supplier Network houses all account information; suppliers must
keep their own information current in Supplier Network to receive
payment

Cannot support proprietary e-payment solutions across individual
banks

Credits and debits can be made to and from any bank through
Supplier Network

Detailed remittance advices require paper delivery

Unlimited electronic remittance detail in multiple formats
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Early Payment Discounting (Dynamic
Discounting)

Current Trends for Dynamic Discounting
Dynamic Discount – An emerging tool but with growing awareness

2011 Paystream Advisors
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Footnote.

Dynamic Discounting – What is it?

Ability of a Buyer to: (1) take advantage of discounts offered by
suppliers for early payment or (2) introduce sliding scale payment
terms to suppliers that allows the buyer to realize a discount on all
invoices paid before the due date.

Invoice
Automation

Technology
Order 2Pay
Automation

Steady
Liquidity

Supplier
Segmentation
& Education

Fundamental Requirements
Supply Chain
Solutions

Dynamic
Discounting

Bank
Funded
Discounting
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Ability to process invoices in a timely manner to take advantage of
early payment. (Many companies cannot do this)



Technology to offer “sliding scale” discount to supplier and for the buyer
to establish the terms of the discount.



Liquidity to pay invoices prior to due date

Dynamic Discounting – How do I achieve?

The length of time it takes for an invoice to be paid from the date it is
received or issued, will be a key driver in determining the ability to capture
and offer discounts to suppliers.


Invoice
Automation


The most traditional discount term, 2% at 10 days/net 30, provides a
compelling return rate for the buyer, but for many reasons (cash position,
processing time, etc.) most buying organizations cannot realize the discount.
Dynamic Discounting allows a buyer to increase and expand discount
capture beyond the traditional 10 day window by offering a discount
proposal to the supplier between day 11 through day 30.

Technology is a key driver in a Buyer’s ability to offer Dynamic Discounting
as part of a Supply Chain Management solution.


The ability to take advantage of supplier offered discounts requires invoice
automation technology.



Best of breed programs utilize web technology to educate suppliers about the
benefits of Dynamic Discounting.



Technology is critical in providing the collaboration required to offer “sliding
scale” discounts to suppliers and to allow the buyer to establish the terms of
the discount.

Technology
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Best In
Class
3.5 days
Average
16 days
Bottom
27.1 days

Addressing the challenges in the Financial Supply Chain
PAIN POINTS IN THE FINANCIAL SUPPLY CHAIN

Dynamic Discounting

Buyer
Pain
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Inability to extend
payment terms and
increase Days Payables
Outstanding (DPO)

Supplier
Pain

Lack of visibility and
uncertainty around
payments hinders cash
flow forecasting efforts.

Inability to find low-risk
ways to generate
returns on existing
capital

Need to maintain
excess cash as
“hedge” against
uncertainty increases
working capital tied-up
in the cash receipt
cycle.

Suppliers’ high cost of
capital translates to
incremental cost of
goods and services for
buyers

Limited access to
capital leads to
reliance on expensive
financing options like
factoring and assetbased lending.

Footnote.

•Allows suppliers to control and accelerate the timing
of payments.
•Allow suppliers to tap into an alternative source of
working capital
•Provide the ability to dynamically capture discounts
as the working capital needs dictate, rather than
having to negotiate discounts in advance.
•Calculate discount fees and payment amounts
dynamically based on the number of days remaining
until the due date.
•Provides a low-cost financing alternative to suppliers
and an additional income stream to buyers.
•Enhanced visibility into the timing and amount of
payments aids in superior cash flow forecasting
capability for suppliers.
•Delivers better cash liquidity and stronger balance
sheet positions for suppliers without relying on high
cost financing alternatives.
•Buyers can extend their payment terms; Suppliers
can accelerate their cash conversion cycles.

Dynamic Discounting – Targeting your Supplier Base
Buyer / Supplier Power Spectrum
Prime
Supplier

•Ample competition
•Favorable Terms Helps Buyer Fund Fixed or
Less Flexible Costs
•Focused on Client Retention Per Size & Vol.
•Significant buyer leverage

Supplier
Segmentation
& Education



Generally, the Buyer holds more negotiating
power over the Supplier, though that
leverage varies based on the relationship

Buyer

New
Supplier

•Eager to grow relationship
•Ample competition
•Significant buyer leverage

Utility
Supplier

•Monopolistic/Government
•Cash heavy supplier
•No buyer leverage

•Working Capital
•Access to products
•Cost of Goods Sold



Suppliers should always be offered card as a
first option, suppliers who accept card will not
be candidates for EPD



Greatest leverage to recognize acceptance of
discounts by the supplier exists with Prime
and New
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Critical
Supplier

•Goods critical to buyer
•Best of Breed / Only provider
•Buyer dependency limits terms negotiation

Discounting Sample Analysis and Opportunity Overview
 Sample Organization with 200,000 annual checks and 1 Billion in AP spend across 5,000 suppliers
 Focus target group for discounting on invoice spend between $50,000 per year and $2.5MM, initial phase
would remove all vendors being targeted for AP Card.

Supplier Targeted for Discounting
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Estimated Financial Benefit
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